
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4 DARE TO BREEZE   4-5 
6 BISA      12-1 
3 GERLIN’S EMPIRE   6-1 
5 AMORE SOFIA    5-1 
 

Ran third in debut to a barnmate for Mark Casse. Went 
right out to the lead and tired late in the race. First time 
starters that show speed and fade often return to win 
next time out. This is a very soft field and it seems like 
she’ll be tough to reel in. Significant win early pedigree. 
 

Exits the same race as the top choice. While she could 
no better than 6th beaten 14, it’s not uncommon for the 
winner to be heavily favored out of a race and 2nd to be 
up the track in that same race. None of the trainers here 
that have 1sters are high percentage with 2YO’s in debut. 
 

A)  4         B)            C)  2,3,5,6,7         D)  1 
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1A TOP GUNNER    2-1 
6 MILTON THE MONSTER   9-2 
4 CELESTIAL GLAZE   3-1 
2 POPPY’S PRIDE   6-1 
 

Might have run into physical problems as he once was 
a stakes runner (3rd beaten just a half in a G2 at KEE in 
2022). Moves to a new trainer who has a good record at 
this track (19% winners with a $2.77 ROI). Strong drills 
here. Sizzled in the 6/25 bullet (one only 6 to break :48). 
 

Just one start in a year and two long breaks. Was voided 
claim by the vets in last. Despite all of this, he comes in 
here protected from the claim due to layoff and return 
rules. He’s earned 350k so there is talent. Has run well 
at this level in past. Seems like there is something here. 
 

A)  1,6         B)  2,4          C)  3,5,7         D)   
 

 
4 TALK OF THE NATION   2-1 
5 CARL SPACKLER   2-1 
3 NORTHERN INVADER   5-1 
1 CALL ME HARRY   15-1 
 

7 for 8 in the top 2 on the turf and never worse than 1.5 
lengths from winning. He has speed to get into the race 
early but also has finish. Won the $1M Gun Runner four 
back at KD. A high placing will make him a millionaire. 
Winner of last race went wire to wire with slow fractions. 
 

The fractions of the G3 Poker last time out were just too 
slow for this one. Gaffalione tried to move him early into 
the pace but he went flat late. He’ll get a ton of pace to 
run into here which will set him up for a late run. Strong 
works since last. Major rebound and a serious win shot. 
 

A)  4,5         B)           C)  1,3         D)   

    



   

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 
8 IRISH ACES    2-1 
11 BRING ME A CHECK   15-1 
4 MAGICAL WAYS   12-1 
10 TAKING CANDY   10-1 
 

Stakes placed in his 5th start when he just missed in the 
Tropical Park Derby at GP and then 3rd in the G3 Arlingt 
last time out. Top two in that race returned to run first 
and second in the G2 Wise Dan. Gaffalione was up in a 
4-1 win at KEE last October. Class drop and adds Lasix. 
 

Michael Maker might be the absolute best with higher 
cost claims. He won 9 of his last 25 first off the claim 
for this owner (36%) with 15 of those 25 in the money. 
Was checked in the last start. He’s 3 for 5 (one win) at 
this distance on the turf. Think we’ll see a forward move. 
 

A)  8         B)  1,4,5,7,9,10,11,12          C)  2,3,6         D)   
 

 
6 U SHOULD B DANCING   6-1 
7 STOLEN FUTURE   7-2 
10 ACT OF CONGRESS   5-1 
9 QUICK POWER NAP   8-1 
 

Prat rode this one in just one race and it produced a 2nd 
place finish at 3-1 on this turf course (5 starts ago). He 
came out a bit in the last start and was DQ’d out of third 
in there. Just 2 turf wins but on the board 10 times. Has 
handled this turf.  Trainer 3 for last 9 at SAR with Prat up. 
 

Another runner for Rudy Rodriguez. Comes in off 25-1 
runner-up finish from far back at Aqueduct. This is now 
the third start in a form cycle and should be at the top 
of his game here. 3 for 3 in the money on the SAR grass 
course. Has a stellar record at the distance on the turf. 
 

A)  6,7,10         B)  1,5,9,11         C)  3,8         D)  2,4 
 

 
3 REBEL RED    5-1 
1A UNIT ECONOMICS   6-5 
7 RAMBLIN’ WRECK   4-1 
4 HUNT BALL    8-1 
 

Homebred has the pedigree to be a very good runner on 
the grass. Sib to BC Dirt Mile winner Tamarkuz and the 
G1 turfer for Chad Brown, Without Parole. They put the 
blinkers on in the last start and he won despite traveling 
behind a slow pace. Doubt we’ve seen his best race yet. 
 

NY-bred has a late running style. He was really getting 
to them late in the last start and the slow break might 
have been the undoing. Beaten in photo finishes in both 
SAR turf runs (although moved up via DQ in one of them 
for the win). Lack of true pace might be a problem here. 
 

A)  1,3,7         B)  4          C)  2,5,8        D)   
 

 
3 CLASSIC LEGACY   5-2 
7 AGOO     15-1 
2 ILLUMINARE    7-5 
4 KUNSHAN BRIDGE   8-1 
 

Was unlucky to lose two back when beaten by a nose at 
CD. Show finisher came back to win at the same level in 
the next start (at CD). Was hindered by the track bias in 
the last start on the Belmont Stakes undercard. All but 
2 dirt races were won by those traveling up on the pace. 
 

Picked up checks in back to back stakes races near the 
end of 2023. Beat the Derby winner Mystik Dan in that 
KEE maiden win in his second start. Can excuse the last 
race on a sloppy track. Bore out in the start previous. He 
gets blinkers on and massive rider change to Jose Ortiz. 
 

A)  2,3,7         B)  4,5          C)           D)  6 
 

 
11 TAPIT’STALEOFVERVE   20-1 
5 ESCONDIDO    10-1 
10 HURRICANE NELSON   3-1 
3 UPSTANDING    4-1 
 

Almost have to treat this one like a first timer. Dwelt in 
the debut going 1M 3/16 in Dubai but rallied to get by 
10 foes for 5th. Did little in the 218k stakes next but now 
gets Lasix for this start. Dam won 600k for this owner 
(was G1 placed). Figures to be a huge price in this group. 
 

Pretty respectable debut when off at 32-1 here during 
the Belmont Stakes week. He beat 6 foes in a race that 
appeared to be a prep for later. There have been 4 to run 
from that race. 2 of them won next and 2 of them were 
2nd in their next start. Speedball Chitu in the female line. 
 

A)  3,5,10,11         B)  1,2,4          C)  7        D)  6,8,9 
 

 
9 INNOVATOR    4-1 
1 TOUGH CATCH    8-1 
3 TENACIOUS LEADER   5-2 
7 MUNSON    6-1 
 

This is the female family of the 1998 G1 Ashland winner 
Well Chosen. He went off at 5-1 in the debut at CD but 
just had a horrendous trip. Just when he was ready for a 
stretch run, he got completely cut off and checked. Cost 
900k, there are expectations. Big rider move to Rosario. 
 

Trainer Dallas Stewart can be tough to get a read on with 
a first time 2YO. He’s a respectable 13% with a 2YO in 
their first start but 0 for 8 at SAR (was 3rd in the last two 
here though). Has sensational works at CD but the rail 
is no bargain. His debut winners are often very long odds. 
 

A)  1,3,9         B)  4,5,7          C)  2,6         D)  8 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 
6 SUGAR GRAY LEONARD  6-1 
2 DR OSERAN    7-2 
11 KING MOONRACER   8-1 
1 FINAL VERDICT   6-1 
 

High percentage trainer (Dutrow) and rider (Irad Ortiz) 
is signed on here. Faced tougher of late so this drop in 
class makes sense. Had no chance three back when he 
was blocked in the final stages. Stumbled start in race 
prior. Ran 2nd in both starts on the Saratoga turf course. 
 

NY-bred might have been sitting on a big effort last out. 
It was his third start off the layoff but he drew the inside 
post and could not find room to run. Notice he did win 
in the 4th start off the shelf last year and did so at near 
9-1 with Prat up (only other time Prat has been aboard). 
 

A)  2,6,11         B)  1,7,9          C)  3,5,8         D)  4,10 
 

 
5 THREE ECHOES   4-1 
6 STUDLYDORIGHT   7-2 
8 MO PLEX    6-1 
4 SOONTOBEKING   20-1 
 

Sire fee for the sire Echo Town is just 5k but this colt sold 
for 26x that fee back in March.  Won the debut at CD at 
just under 3-1. Pretty solid third to the one to his right 
in the Tremont over this track. Prat was up for that and 
is back here. Slow 3F breeze is an Asmussen go signal. 
 

Debut was excellent at Aqueduct. He was bet down to a 
6-5 favorite and won like that was an overlay. It doesn’t 
look like there was much in the race but he didn’t wait 
around to find out. Trainer is 2 for 8 (25%) with one who 
broke their maiden in debut and then into a SAR stakes. 
 

A)  5,6         B)  8          C)  2,3,4,7        D)   
 

 
1 MOIRA    5-1 
4 DIDIA     7-2 
8 NEECIE MARIE    12-1 
2 COPPICE    8-1 
 

This mare was sold in a Nov sale for $3M and she’s back 
with Attard. This 5YO mare fired in all 3 starts fresh (won 
debut and was second a neck in WO stakes in the other 
two). Massive third in the BC F&M Turf. Runner-up won 
the G1 Pegasus F&M Turf. Fantastic set of works at WO. 
 

While the top choice sold for $3M in 2023, this 4YO filly 
was in for a claiming tag in 2023. That was before she 
tried the grass. She’s been sensational on the turf and 
comes into this in top form. Made a giant run to get up 
for second in the G1 New York. Will be passing them late. 
 

A)  1,2,4,8         B)  6,10          C)  3,5,7,9         D)   
 


